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At a Glance: 
– This paper demonstrates how today’s manufacturer is unlocked  

from static ERP in which a vendor annually issues complex  
version upgrades. 

– Powerful change-on-demand capabilities allow companies to  
instantly align— and realign— their ERP and business processes  
without a time-consuming IT effort.  

– With a community-driven development approach, enhancements  
are driven by a community of users, which means the system  
constantly improves in the exact way a user requires. 
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The Limits of a Legacy Approach  
Manufacturers in a range of industries traditionally implement legacy enterprise 
software solutions issued by vendors through static versions released on a periodic 
basis. Version releases are typically released annually with patches being released more 
frequently. With this approach, the manufacturer receives software media and updated 
product documentation. Then, the manufacturer needs to install the updated software 
and analyze the new version to determine which fundamental software functions and 
processes have changed and how those changes will affect their current operations. 
Teams must be formed in order to determine any necessary retraining, forcing the 
manufacturer into a time-consuming and costly project that becomes inflated beyond 
original expectation – while still running the business at the same time.  

For the manufacturer, this cumbersome process makes it a challenge to keep up with the 
latest version of the software. So cumbersome, in fact, that many companies do not 
implement the updates and remain on the older version. This forces many companies to 
fall behind on new features and system enhancements and rely instead on outdated 
features from potentially outdated product functionality. With low incentives for these 
constant upgrades, manufacturers bear the risk of the obsolescence of their software 
solution. 

 

Research Findings 
This legacy approach negatively impacts overall performance 
by alienating the organization from the outdated business 
system. Industry experts find that an ERP implementation that 
is several versions behind the latest release severely limits a 
company’s ability to operate efficiently.*  

Researchers also conclude that more than one-third of  
small- to mid-sized manufacturers operate two or three 
releases behind the currently available version of their 
implemented ERP software system.  

Best-in-class manufacturers, however, are far more likely to be 
running on the latest version of the software. They are able to 
manage rapidly changing conditions and customer 
requirements with an ERP system that is flexible and can 
change with them.  

 

Push Versus Pull 
Another equally complicating factor with traditional ERP development is that, very often, 
vendors subscribe to a “push” model when enhancing their solutions. In essence, the 
vendor anticipates and builds features and functions they assume will be desired by  
the market.  

In many cases, product enhancements are based on features designed to win new 
business and not designed to optimize the processes and procedures of the  
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manufacturing companies currently running their software product. In other words, a 
legacy vendor will push to the customer base what works better for the ERP vendor itself 
rather than what works better for the ERP user. 

 

A New Approach 
Today’s winning manufacturers have discovered a new approach. They implement 
systems from developers who do not guess what a user needs related to enterprise 
software features and functions.  

In this new approach, the developer seeks out and puts emphasis on partnering with 
users who want to move the product and the services forward. This “pull” delivery 
translates into less waiting time for truly needed features with robust functionality.  

 

Rapid Application Development 
Plex Online ERP, delivered as a Software as a Service (SaaS) 
solution, incorporates this new “community-driven” pull-based 
product enhancement model and signals the end to the static 
development and version-upgrade process. 

When a manufacturer requests a new business logic feature, 
Plex Systems delivers it in a fraction of the time due to Rapid 
Application Development capability. Plex Systems does not 
wait months to deliver product enhancements and 
performance improvements in a service pack, a feature pack, 
or a small release or major release. Features are developed 
using an iterative process and deployed when they are ready.  

For reporting and custom screen requirements, Plex provides a tool called VisionPlex 
that allows users to generate their own, and enterprise, screens and reports. These 
VisionPlex enhancements can be submitted to the global VisionPlex library for the entire 
Plex community to leverage. 

Plex Online currently processes nearly 40,000 database transactions a second. High 
performance and availability are critical. Plex engineers monitor the Plex database and 
query engine to make sure performance benchmarks are exceeded. In order to maintain 
high performance and quick application response, controlled and tested performance 
enhancements are deployed continually. No longer do companies need to worry if their 
systems are performing optimally. 

 

The Power of Community 
All Plex Online users run off a single instance of the Plex application code and database. 
The data is segrated using advanced and secure proprietary database algorithms and 
keys. This approach to application architecture allows changes to be deployed for both 
application and database functionality at one time.   
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Plex Online users can opt in and out of enhancements by turning the features on and off. 
All Plex users are provided two environments – one Production and one Test. By using 
the Test environment, new enhancements can be enabled, thoroughly tested, and 
reviewed with no impact to the production environment.  

Users can take advantage of the accumulating strength and capabilities of the Plex 
Online system, and, at the same time, enjoy the advantages of community-driven 
enhancements.  

Plex Systems provides an environment that fosters open discussion between users. With 
online forums built directly into the system, Plex Systems offers users the community 
forum tool necessary to initiate, connect, discuss, and design how they collectively solve 
challenges and enhance the product.  

 

Best Practice: Effective Date Pricing 
The case of a metal fabricator serves as a best practice example of a user that benefits 
from “community-driven” enhancements. 

In past years, the steel industry experienced unanticipated, rapidly rising costs of raw 
materials. To pass those costs on to its customers, a steel supplier issued “surcharges” to 
the blanket price agreements they had in place with the fabricator. At any given time, 
the steel supplier would announce that, due to the scarcity of a certain raw material, 
they would apply a $0.05 surcharge per pound of steel to all shipments during a 30-day 
time period.  

In past years, the fabricator could not easily update their ERP system to manage such a 
price change. Instead, the company would track this surcharge by pasting a sticky note 
on the purchasing manager’s computer monitor. If the note did not fall off or get lost, 
and if the purchasing manager remembered, the fabricator would update the purchase 
order to reflect the new price.  

As with any manual system, the process was error-prone. The fabricator began receiving 
a large number of invoice mismatches between what their ERP system thought they 
should be billed and what the steel supplier was billing.  

Once the fabricator implemented Plex Online, the change was much easier to manage. 
Plex Systems worked with the user to build and deploy a new feature— effective date 
pricing— on its purchase orders. The purchasing manager simply entered the new 
surcharge price and its effective dates on the purchase order line, and the system 
automatically applied it on every receipt.  

The effective date pricing feature was an “opt in” enhancement. That meant that other 
Plex Online users facing similar surcharges from materials suppliers could utilize the new 
feature. In fact, plastic suppliers within the Plex Online community faced similar 
surcharges on resins made from petroleum materials suppliers. These companies 
benefited from the features to manage surcharges on resin.  

In addition to the purchasing-based surcharges, Plex Online users needed the ability to 
push these surcharges on to their end-customers. Using the community driven   
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approach, Plex created a module that passes the surcharges on to the customer by 
updating the customer invoices with the appropriate surcharges. 

This case serves as a powerful example of how Plex Online’s innovative technology 
allowed a manufacturer to implement features to meet rapidly changing requirements. 
In turn, the feature became an inherent part of Plex Online.  

 

Best Practice: Cross-Enterprise Financial Reporting 
Another powerful example of a customer-driven enhancement that benefits the entire 
user community is cross-enterprise financial reporting. 

A large Tier 1 automotive supplier sought to streamline the process of managing 
financials across their domestic and international locations. To this end, the supplier 
used Plex Online to build accounts payable, accounts receivable, and general ledger 
reports that return data from multiple locations. This allows a centralized 
accounting/finance department to analyze data across locations or plants faster and 
easier without having to log in to each individual system, extract data, and paste it all 
together in an Excel spreadsheet.  Examples of reports that have been developed are 
Cash Requirements and Account Activity.  

Larger companies using Plex Online have benefited from these reports. A centralized 
corporate location can now manage and report on financials across the global 
enterprise. This further exemplifies the integrity and relevance of the information, since 
data sources are real-time as business transactions are simultaneously made throughout 
the system.  

 

Conclusion 
The change-on-demand capabilities described here allow companies to quickly realign 
their ERP and business processes, and to continually embrace change without 
consuming costly IT resources.  

In each case, companies benefit from an ERP system that is a perfect fit for their 
business structure, without a dead-end customization effort.  

With the Plex Online “Living System” approach, product enhancements are community-
driven, giving every user a constant stream of opt-in feature improvements accumulated 
from the real-world knowledge of the Plex Online community. 

 

* ERP in the Midmarket: Managing the Complexities of a Distributed Environment,  
C. Jutras; Aberdeen Group 2009 
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About Baker Tilly 
With staff totaling more than 1,350, Baker Tilly provides a wide range of consulting, accounting, 
tax, and assurance services. Ranked as the 13

th
 largest** firm in the country, Baker Tilly serves 

clients from offices in Chicago, Detroit, Minneapolis, New York, Washington D.C., and throughout 
Wisconsin. On June 1, 2009, the former Virchow, Krause & Company, LLP, changed its name, 
becoming the exclusive U.S. branded firm in the Baker Tilly International network. Baker Tilly 
International is a worldwide network of 147 high-quality, independent accounting and business 
advisory firms in 114 countries.     www.bakertilly.com     1 800 362 7301 
**According to the 2010 Accounting Today “Top 100 Firms.”  

About Plex Systems 
Plex Online, built on a “Software as a Service” (SaaS) model, offers more than 350 functional 
modules, providing manufacturers instant access to vital information and management functions 
using a simple Web browser. The on-demand solution features product lifecycle management 
(PLM) functions such as program and change management, enterprise resource planning (ERP) 
functions such as accounting and finance modules, customer relationship management (CRM) 
features such as order entry and tracking, manufacturing execution systems (MES) functions such 
as production scheduling and machine integration, and supply chain management (SCM) 
functions such as supplier quality and traceability.     www.plex.com     1 888 454 PLEX 

 

Baker Tilly refers to Baker Tilly Virchow Krause, LLP, an independently owned and managed member of Baker Tilly International. The information provided here is 
of a general nature and is not intended to address specific circumstances of any individual or entity. In specific circumstances, the services of a professional should 
be sought. 
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